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Teaching notes on 9.01 Tenses 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To explore how time of action is expressed in English verbs. This lesson 
acts as a warm-up to this unit’s main point of learning, how to express the past 
continuous/past progressive in Latin 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet… canis aut feles?’ This means (literally) ‘What (quid) is pleasing (placet) to 
you (tibi) the most (maxime), canis (dog) or (aut) cat (feles)?’ or, in more natural English, 
‘What do you like best, dogs or cats?’ Mouse-click reveals the possible replies: 

[mouse-click] canis mihi placet – I like dogs 

[mouse-click] feles mihi placet – I like cats 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some new Latin vocabulary and some 
ambitious English words. Displayed around the screen are some new Latin words. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong. You can also ask your students why they think that the 
word for ‘friend’ has both ‘-a’ and ‘-us’ endings [because friends can be both male and 
female]. 

Slides 3-7 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences mixing up both ‘esse’, the regular verb forms we’ve learned so 
far and the new vocabulary. All the vocabulary is listed by word class and picture-cued at the 
left of the screen, but you may want to check the class remember the English meanings of 
the words. The pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by the appearance (on mouse-click) 
of the familiar picture in the top right-hand corner. They are then cued on further mouse-

click to chant through ‘esse’  🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily, 🥶 shivering and 🤫in hushed 
tones. 

The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first. 
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the 
sentence. The sentences are: 
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Slide 3: circum villam novam ambulo [I walk around the new house.] 

Slide 4: novam lunam super campo videtis? [Do y’all see the new moon over the field?] 

Slide 5: amicus bonus est et animum bonum habet [The friend is good and has a good 
soul/good mind.] 

Slide 6: gladium sordidum sub terra invenis [You find a dirty sword under the ground.] 

Slide 7: reginam iratam vexamus [We annoy the angry queen.] 

Slide 8 

In this unit, we’re going to learn a new tense in Latin so first of all, we’ll recap on what 
tenses tell us and then have a look at examples of how we express past, present and future 
tenses in English. 

Slides 9-18 

🤓 The Tense Hat Game. You will need a bag containing three hats: a Roman centurion 
helmet, representing the past, a cap representing the present, and a pair of silver robot 
antennae representing the future. The selected pupil (volunteering/pick-sticks/chosen by 
teacher) is given the bag and has to choose the correct hat to put on according to the tense 
of the sentence appearing on the board. When they’ve done one sentence, the bag is 
passed on to someone else for the next sentence. 

The dog is listening to its owner – present tense (cap) 
I went to the ice cream shop – past tense (helmet) 
The dog was happily munching his food – past tense (helmet) 
I will see you next Saturday – future tense (antennae) 
Did you remember your book? – past tense (helmet): a bit trickier as the question inverts 
the verb 
My gran is going to get me a big present this year – future tense (antennae): ‘going to’ is an 
alternative way of forming the future tense. 
Oh, I see – present tense (cap) 
I invited my friend over for tea – past tense (helmet) 
On Monday, the weather will be great – future tense (antennae) 
 

Slide 18 

On the final sentence of the Tense Hat Game, we see: 

You were shouting so loudly! - past tense (helmet) 

But there is another way to express this sentence in the past: 
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You shouted so loudly! 

On mouse-click, each of these past tense sentences will be annotated to show that ‘You 
were shouting so loudly!’ is the past progressive/past continuous tense, where action is 
ongoing in the past, and that ‘You shouted so loudly!’ is the past perfect tense, where the 
action in the past is finished. 

📝 The class are then prompted to move onto the written worksheet, which gets them to 

categorise verbs by tense and then to change past perfect verbs in sentences into the past 
continuous. 

Slide 19 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 If I called you ‘amicable’, am I being nice? [Yes, because ‘amicus’ and ‘amica’ 
mean ‘friend’] 

Question 2 What does the tense of a verb tell us? [When the action happened] 

Question 3 quid tibi maxime placet, canis aut feles? [‘canis!’ for dog-lovers and ‘feles!’ for 
cat people] 
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Teaching notes on 9.02 Past continuous/progressive in Latin 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To see how Latin expresses the past continuous tense then to sort and 
translate examples of it. In this lesson, we’ll get to see the different endings Latin uses to 
express the past continuous/progressive. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet … tigris aut leo?’ This means (literally) ‘What (quid) is pleasing (placet) to you 
(tibi) the most (maxime), tigris (tiger) or (aut) lion (leo)?’ or, in more natural English, ‘What 
do you like best, tigers or lions?’ Mouse-click reveals the possible replies: 

[mouse-click] tigris mihi placet – I like tigers 

[mouse-click] leo mihi placet – I like lions 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Ecce Centurio to recap the unit’s new Latin vocabulary. 

Slides 3-7 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences mixing up both ‘esse’, the regular verb forms we’ve learned so 
far and the new vocabulary. All the vocabulary is listed by word class and picture-cued at the 
left of the screen, but you may want to check the class remember the English meanings of 
the words. The pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by the appearance (on mouse-click) 
of the familiar picture in the top right-hand corner. They are then cued on further mouse-

click to chant through ‘esse’  🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily, 🥶 shivering and 🤫in hushed 
tones. 

The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first. 
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the 
sentence. The sentences are: 

Slide 3: aqua sub terra currit [The water runs under the ground.] 

Slide 4: equum in campo invenis [You find a horse in the field.] 

Slide 5: animum bonum habeo et bene lego [I have a good mind and I read well.] 

Slide 6: tres amici dicunt, ‘lunam miram et stellas miras videmus!’ [The three friends say, 
‘We see the amazing moon and amazing stars!’] 

Slide 7: equum vexatis? mali estis! [Are y’all annoying the horse? Y’all are bad!] 
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Slide 8 

Here we recap our learning about tenses from last week, specifically that the past 
continuous tense (also called the past progressive) expresses actions in the past that are 
ongoing or incomplete. In English, this is expressed as ‘was doing’ or ‘were doing’. 

Slide 9 

Going back to our Golden Rule, this slide prompts us to remember that Latin makes 
meaning not with word order but with word endings. Just as the ending of verbs can tell us 
who is doing the action, so too the endings can show us when the action happened. 

Slide 10 

A comparison of what we know already alongside this unit’s new grammar learning. Mouse-
clicks set out the ‘o, s, t’ endings and then introduce the past continuous/progressive 
endings, drawing parallels between the two. 

Slide 11 

… gives two examples of verbs (‘ambulare’, ‘to walk’ and ‘scribere’, ‘to write’) with the past 
continuous endings and their English translations. You can use ‘ambulare’ as a model and 
then see if the class can translate  ‘scribere’. 

📝 The students are then cued into their writing exercise, which starts with sorting Latin 

past continuous verbs by their ending and then moves on to translating them. 

Slide 12 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 If I called you ‘vexatious’, am I being nice? [no, it means annoying!] 

Question 2 Which two letters always appear in the Latin past continuous/progressive verb 
endings? [‘ba’] 

Question 3 quid tibi maxime placet, tigris aut leo? [‘tigris!’ for tiger fans and ‘leo!’ for lion 
lovers] 
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Teaching notes on 9.02a Aristotle & the Golden Mean 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To discover and debate Aristotle’s ideas on being a good person. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet… mus aut sciurus*?’ This means (literally) ‘What (quid) is pleasing (placet) to 
you (tibi) the most (maxime), mus (mouse) or (aut) squirrel (sciurus)?’ or, in more natural 
English, ‘What do you like best, mice or squirrels?’ Mouse-click reveals the possible replies: 

[mouse-click] mus mihi placet – I like mice 

[mouse-click] sciurus mihi placet – I like squirrels 

* ‘sciurus’ comes from the Greek ‘skiouros’ meaning ‘shadow-tail’ and gives us the word 
‘squirrel’. ‘Mouse’ is also a direct descendant of ‘mus’, which is both Greek and Latin for 
mouse. 

Slide 2 

One of the world’s greatest philosophers was the Ancient Greek Aristotle, and this slide 
introduces him and the kind of things he wrote about. He thought a lot about the question, 
‘How should people be good?’ and came to the conclusion that being a good person is all 
about balance, and to avoid excess. This led to the development of the idea of the ‘Golden 
Mean’, a bit like a Goldilocks Zone for personality. This idea has been very influential in 
Western philosophy and literature. 

Slide 3 

🤓💬 Before we go any further, we need to clarify what we mean (!) by ‘mean’. Mouse-
click will prompt students to discuss the different meanings of the word according to 
whether ‘mean’ is a verb, adjective or noun. Definitions and examples will appear on 
mouse-click, as will the message that the ‘mean’ we’re thinking about with Aristotle is the 
noun meaning ‘average’. 

Slide 4 

The idea of balance and not acting excessively was big in Ancient Greece, expressed by the 
popular phrase ‘meden agan’ (μηδεν ἀγαν, ‘nothing in excess’). You could get your students 
to think of a story where someone is an extreme character (e.g. too proud, too greedy), and 
this character has to learn a lesson about how to be a better person? [There are so many, 
from Hamlet and Othello to Mr. Men stories! You could tie in a book that the class are 
currently reading or have recently read]. 
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Slide 5 

📝 In his book, ‘The Nichomachean Ethics’, Aristotle sets out in detail the ideal ‘middle 

ground’ personality traits and what happens when they swing out of balance. The written 
exercise will prompt the students to think of ways of describing the ‘too little’ and ‘too 
much’ versions of these character virtues. This is a good exercise to do collaboratively and 
with lots of discussion as the students may actually disagree with Aristotle (e.g. is it possible 
to be too friendly?). Although some possible ‘answers’ are given to this exercise in the 
answers sheet, they are not definitive and are more designed to stimulate debate. 

Slide 6 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Who was Aristotle’s teacher? [The philosopher Plato] 

Question 2 hat does ‘golden mean’ mean? [It’s a good ‘average’ for a person’s character, 
not swinging to any extremes of behaviour] 

Question 3 quid tibi maxime placet, mus aut sciurus? [‘mus!’ for mouse fans and ‘sciurus!’ 
for squirrel afficionados] 
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Teaching notes on 9.03 More past continuous/progressive in Latin 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To translate examples the past continuous tense in Latin. In this lesson, 
we’ll learn a game to help us remember the past continuous tense endings, and then we’ll 
work on our skills of both translating verbs this new tense and distinguishing them from the 
present tense. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet … aranea aut serpens?’ This means (literally) ‘What (quid) is pleasing (placet) 
to you (tibi) the most (maxime), aranea (spider) or (aut) snake (serpens)?’ or, in more 
natural English, ‘What do you like best, spiders or snakes?’ Mouse-click reveals the possible 
replies: 

[mouse-click] aranea mihi placet – I like spiders 

[mouse-click] serpens mihi placet – I like snakes 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game Word Roots Challenge, to recap on the verbs we’ll be using in today’s 
lesson and written exercise. However, there’s a bit of a difference as the game is played 
differently to the usual way. Rather than giving the students some English vocabulary to 
match up with the correct Latin root, this slide pops up a Latin word and picture stimulus. 
Once you’ve checked that the students understand the meaning of the Latin word, you can 
ask them (individually, in pairs or table teams) to write down as many words as they can 
think of in English that come from that Latin root. As more Latin words appear, the list will 
get longer. Once all the words are displayed, go round the class and collect all the derivative 
English words written down and see how many you have (maybe even see which 
student/pair/team has the most). 

If you’re ever unsure whether an English word comes from a particular Latin root, either you 
or the students can research it using Google and the search term ‘etymology’. This will give 
you a lovely history of the word’s origin like this: 
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Slide 3 

A recap of this unit’s new learning on the new past continuous/progressive tense endings… 

Slide 4 

🤓💬… and now we learn to play Explosive Endings, a game that can help us remember 
these new endings.	Here are the rules: 

1) Get the pupils to all stand up behind their chairs.  
 
2) Appoint a ‘Primus’ or ‘Prima’ (‘leader’) on each table or row (depending on how your 
classroom is laid out). 
 
3) Starting with the teacher and followed by the Primus/Prima on the first table, the class 
recite, ‘bam,’ ‘bas,’ ‘bat’ etc. in order, each pupil taking an ending. When a table finishes, 
the Primus/Prima on the next table picks up, so you’ll have something a bit like this: 
 
Teacher: bam! 
Table 1 Primus pupil: bas! 
Table 1 pupil b: bat! 
Table 1 pupil c: bamus! 
Table 1 pupil d: batis! 
Table 2 Primus: bant! 
Table 2 pupil b: bam! 
Table 2 pupil c: bas! 
etc. etc. until all the pupils on the last table have had a go, then it goes back to the 
Primus/Prima on the first table. 
 
4) HOWEVER! The rule is that if you’re the one who says, ‘bam!’ you’ve ‘exploded’ and you 
have to sit down – you’re out of the game. This continues until you have only two players: 
then it’s a face-off to see who wins! 

Slide 5 

🤓💬Once we’ve reinforced the past continuous by playing Explosive Endings, we’ll have 
a go at sorting verbs according to their tense. On mouse-click, a Latin verb will appear and 
students need to decide whether it is present tense or past continuous tense. They can 
check their answer on the next mouse-click as the verb moves into the correct box. 

Slide 6 

🤓💬In a warm-up for the written exercise, a series of past continuous verbs will appear 
on mouse-click for the students to translate on their whiteboards. They are: 
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scribebat – he/she/it was writing 

ambulabas – you were walking 

inveniebant – they were finding 

faciebam – I was making/doing 

dormiebatis – Y’all were sleeping 

audiebamus – we were hearing 

numerabam – I was counting 

videbat – he/she/it was seeing 

📝 The class is then cued into their written exercise, which is a progression of sorting 

verbs by tense, translating verbs and then translating sentences. 

Slide 12 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Which one of these Latin verbs is in the past continuous/progressive tense, 
‘ambulat’ or ‘ambulabat’? [ambulabat – he/she/it was walking] 

Question 2 The past continuous/progressive ending for  ‘I’ (first person singular) is what? 
[‘bam’ 💥] 

Question 3 quid tibi maxime placet, aranea aut serpens? [‘aranea!’ for spider fans and 
‘serpens!’ for snake lovers] 
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Teaching notes on 9.04 Past continuous/progressive tense in sentences 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To distinguish the past continuous from the present tense and to 
translate both tenses in Latin sentences. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet… elephantus aut crocodilus?’ This means (literally) ‘What (quid) is pleasing 
(placet) to you (tibi) the most (maxime), elephantus (elephant) or (aut) crocodile 
(crocodilus)?’ or, in more natural English, ‘What do you like best, elephants or crocodiles?’ 
Mouse-click reveals the possible replies: 

[mouse-click] elephantus mihi placet – I like elephants 

[mouse-click] crocodilus mihi placet – I like crocodiles 

Slide 2 

A recap of this unit’s new learning on the new past continuous/progressive tense endings … 

Slide 3 

🤓💬… and now we learn to play Explosive Endings, a game that can help us remember 
these new endings.	Here are the rules: 

1) Get the pupils to all stand up behind their chairs.  
 
2) Appoint a ‘Primus’ or ‘Prima’ (‘leader’) on each table or row (depending on how your 
classroom is laid out). 
 
3) Starting with the teacher and followed by the Primus/Prima on the first table, the class 
recite, ‘bam,’ ‘bas,’ ‘bat’ etc. in order, each pupil taking an ending. When a table finishes, 
the Primus/Prima on the next table picks up, so you’ll have something a bit like this: 
 
Teacher: bam! 
Table 1 Primus pupil: bas! 
Table 1 pupil b: bat! 
Table 1 pupil c: bamus! 
Table 1 pupil d: batis! 
Table 2 Primus: bant! 
Table 2 pupil b: bam! 
Table 2 pupil c: bas! 
etc. etc. until all the pupils on the last table have had a go, then it goes back to the 
Primus/Prima on the first table. 
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4) HOWEVER! The rule is that if you’re the one who says, ‘bam!’ you’ve ‘exploded’ and you 
have to sit down – you’re out of the game. This continues until you have only two players: 
then it’s a face-off to see who wins! 

Slide 4 

🤓💬In the first warm-up for the written exercise, a series of both past continuous and 
present tense verbs will appear on mouse-click for the students to translate on their 
whiteboards. The students not only have to identify the tense, but also translate. The verbs 
are: 

ambulat – he/she/it is walking 

ambulabas – you were walking 

currebant – they were running 

dormio – I am sleeping 

dormitis – Y’all are sleeping 

currimus – We run 

currebam – I was running 

dormiebat – he/she/it was sleeping 

Slides 5-9 

🤓💬In the next warm-up for the written exercise, students extend their work with verbs 
in both tenses by translating them in Quick Fire Sentences. As usual, the verb will appear 
first. The sentences are: 

amicum novum vexabam – I was annoying the new friend. 

rotas novas sub villa invenimus – We find new wheels under the house. 

in taberna dormiebas? – Were you sleeping in the shop? 

vaccae per campos frigidos currebant – the cows were running through the cold fields. 

medicus novus ad villam ambulabat – The new doctor was walking to the house. 

📝 The class is then cued into their written exercise, where they will identify verb tenses 

before translating them in sentences . 
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Slide 10 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Which one of these Latin verbs is in the past continuous/progressive tense, 
‘invenio’ or ‘inveniebam’? [inveniebam – I was finding] 

Question 2 The past continuous/progressive ending for  ‘they’ (third person plural) is what? 
[‘bant’] 

Question 3 quid tibi maxime placet, elephantus aut crocodilus? [‘elephantus!’ for elephant 
fans and ‘crocodilus!’ for crocodile lovers] 
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Teaching notes on 9.04a Constellation myths 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To discover the myths associated with star constellations. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet … cygnus aut aquila?’ This means (literally) ‘What (quid) is pleasing (placet) 
to you (tibi) the most (maxime), swan (cygnus) or (aut) eagle (aquila)?’ or, in more natural 
English, ‘What do you like best, swans or eagles?’ Mouse-click reveals the possible replies: 

[mouse-click] cygnus mihi placet – I like swans* 

[mouse-click] aquila mihi placet – I like eagles 

*We’ll see Cygnus cropping up again in this lesson as a constellation. 

Slide 2 

We’re going to explore constellations today, and mouse-click reveals the etymology of this 
word. 

Slide 3 

Mouse-click illustrates that the modern devices we use for navigation weren’t available to 
the Ancient Greeks and Romans. Instead, they used the stars in the night sky to navigate 
around the Mediterranean and beyond. 

Slide 4 

An illustration how a random collection of stars can be more memorable when formed into 
a picture with an accompanying story. Here on mouse-click we see the construction of the 
constellation of Orion. 

Slides 5-6 

… illustrate two more constellations and their associated myths. 

📝 The class are then prompted to move onto their worksheet where they can read some 

constellation myths and then try to find where these constellations are in the map of the 
night sky of the Northern Hemisphere. 

Slide 7 

… reveals where all the constellations are hidden. 
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Slide 8 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Why were the stars in the night sky so important to Ancient Greeks and 
Romans? [They used them to navigate in the absence of GPS and iPhones] 

Question 2 Name a constellation around which the Ancient Greeks built a myth. [Take your 
pick from any of the ones we covered in the lesson. There are even more, which may make 
an interesting homework or research assignment.] 

Question 3 quid tibi maxime placet, cygnus aut aquila? [‘cygnus!’ for swan supporters and 
‘aquila!’ for eagle enthusiasts] 
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Teaching notes on 9.05 The myth of Echo & Narcissus 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To record more vocabulary in our mini dictionaries and to use this 
knowledge to read and illustrate the myth of Echo & Narcissus. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet … unicornis aut draco?’ This means (literally) ‘What (quid) is pleasing (placet) 
to you (tibi) the most (maxime), unicorn (unicornis) or (aut) dragon (draco)?’ or, in more 
natural English, ‘What do you like best, unicorns or dragons?’ Mouse-click reveals the 
possible replies: 

[mouse-click] unicornis mihi placet – I like unicorns* 

[mouse-click] draco mihi placet – I like dragons** 

* Some children may spot that the ‘uni’ means ‘one’, and the ‘corn’ part of the word means 
‘horn’. 

** Which is where Harry Potter’s Draco Malfoy gets his name. 

Slides 2-5 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences containing both present and past continuous/progressive 
verbs. All the vocabulary is listed by word class and picture-cued at the left of the screen, 
but you may want to check the class remember the English meanings of the words. The 
pupils are cued to start the o-s-t chant by the appearance (on mouse-click) of the familiar 
picture in the top right-hand corner. They are then cued on further mouse-click to chant 

through ‘esse’  🤖 robotically, 😡 angrily, 🥶 shivering and 🤫in hushed tones. Finally, 

on the 💥 cue, the students can play a game of Explosive Endings to remind themselves of 
the past continuous. 

The next mouse-click will bring up a series of sentences with the verb appearing first. 
Encourage the class to translate the verb before clicking to add further words to the 
sentence. The sentences are: 

Slide 2: reginae novam terram inveniunt [The queens find a new land.] 

Slide 3: luna super terra manebat [The moon was staying above the land.] 

Slide 4: amicus magum iratum vexat. malus est! [The friend is annoying the angry wizard. He 
is bad!] 
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Slide 5: in horto ambulabam et in animo numerabam [I was walking in the garden and I was 
counting in my mind/in my head.] 

Slide 6 

✂Chances are that your students have filled up their original mini dictionaries by now. If 
you need to make another, here are the instructions. However, if you don’t need to, feel 
free to ignore or delete this slide! 

Slide 7 

📝 Time for the pupils to record this unit’s vocabulary in the relevant mini dictionary 

sections. Before the pupils write in the words and their English meanings, run through them 
on the board: amica (a female friend), amicus (a male friend), animus (mind/spirit), luna 
(moon), terra (land/ground), ambulare (to walk), vexare (to annoy), invenire (to 
find/discover), novus/nova (new). 

Slide 8 

📝 A walk-through, showing how to complete the Echo & Narcissus worksheet: 

1. Read the story, remembering or working out what the Latin words mean (these are 
words that they’ve just put in their dictionaries, so they should hopefully recall 
them). 

2. Draw pictures that illustrate the scene or action in each panel. 
3. Fill in the English meaning of the Latin words at the bottom. 

Slide 9 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What is the connection between the Latin word ‘terra’ and the English word 
‘subterranean’? [‘subterranean’ means ‘underground’ – ‘sub’ means below and ‘terra’ 
means ‘land’ or ‘ground’] 

Question 2 What did Echo and Narcissus turn into? [Echo turns into an echo 
and Narcissus turns into a flower – in fact, a narcissus! This story is a lovely 
example of an origin myth.]  

Question 3 quid tibi maxime placet, unicornis aut draco? [‘unicornis!’ for 
unicorn lovers and ‘draco!’ for dragon devotees] 
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Teaching notes on 9.06 Unit 9 Assessment 

Slide 1  

Learning Objective: to recap and demonstrate what we’ve learned in Unit 9. This lesson will 
take the form of a general recap of the previous lessons in the unit, followed by a quiz to 
assess the pupils’ knowledge. 

On mouse-click, the pupils will then be prompted (with clues) to answer the question, ‘quid 
tibi maxime placet?’ with the name of the favourite Latin animal they’ve encountered in this 
unit. 

Slide 2  

A recap of these core learning points (most of which cover sentence translation technique) 
appears on mouse-click. They can be used as a discussion stimulus to see what the students 
recall. 

Learning point 1: In English, a verb that takes place in the past over a continuous period of 
time is called the past continuous or past progressive. 

Learning point 2: Latin shows the past continuous with the endings ‘bam, bas, bat, bamus, 
batis, bant’. 

Learning point 3: Latin animal names often have connection to English words. 

Learning point 4: According to myth, Echo and Narcissus did not die but changed into other 
things.  

The nine new words that the students put in their mini dictionaries also appear. 

Slide 3  

📝 This slide shows the two pages (four sections) of the Unit 9 Quiz. The students can 

then work individually on completing it. Once this is done, you can go through the answers 
on … 

Slides 4-7 

… where the answers will be revealed on mouse-click. 

Slide 8 

This unit’s gold star award and a brief look-ahead to what’s in Unit 10. 


